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FINAL SPRING 2009 SCHEDULE 
ABELLA- CH3325 (6297) oabella 
3803-001-1100-l 150-MWF-CH3150 
ALLISON - CH3552 (6978) jballison 
10020-016-l 100-l 150-MWF-CH3160 
4950-002-l 400-l 450-MWF-CH3 l 60 




ATHEY -CH3033 (6288) lathey 
1000-002-0930-1045-TR-CH3120 
10020-022-1100-1215-TR-CH2120 
10020-044-1400-15 l 5-TR-CH3150 
BEEBE-CH3841 (5013) rlbeebe 
3005-001-0800-0915-TR-CH3130 
4300-001/4390-099-1100-1215-TR-CH3159 
BELLEAU - CH2110 jdbelleau 
10020-062-1400-1450-MWF-CH3150 




BINNS-CH3851 (6299) djbinns 
4801-001-1500-1615-MW-CH3130 
5011-001-1900-2130-W-CH3159 
BOSWELL- CH3566 (6975) paboswell 
10920-095-1400-1515-TR-CH2120 
20090-002-1100-1215-TR-CH3150 
EIU41920-099-1530-l 850-T-DF AC2630 
BREDESEN -CH3556 (6294) dabredesen 
Teaching at Harlaxton. 












CARPENTER- CH3745 (6122) dcarpenter 
10020-031-1230-1345-TR-CH3150 
3 703-002-1530-l 645-TR-CH3160 
4763-001-0930-1045-TR-CH3159 




DUDLEY - CH3037 (6307) cjdudley 
10010-004-1000-1050-MWF-CH3210 
10020-023-1200-1250-MWF-CH3210 
10020-03 7-l 400-1450-MWF-CH32 l 0 




EICHEL - CH2 l 10 ateichel 
10020-021-1100-1215-TR-CH3130 
ENOLES-CH3831 (6316) tdengles 
20090-001-093 0-1045-TR-CH3 609 
3001-004-1230-1345-TR-CH3691 
4300-002/4390-098-1530-1645-TR-CH3691 

































INGRAM - CH2110 aringram 
1002G-060-1500-1615-MW-CH3609 




KORY - CH3365 (6291) fkory 
4903-001-1230-1345-TR-CH3290 
5010-001-1900-2130-T-CH3159 












LUDLOW -CH3015 (6970)jludlow 
WST2309G-003-1530-1645-TR-CH2721 
WST4309-001-1230-1345-TR-CH2721 




MARKELIS - CH3375 (5614) dmmarkelis 








MOFFITT- CH3861 (6972) llmoffitt 
2007-001-1300-1350-MWF-CH3159 
5020-001-1900-2130-R-CH3159 




MURRAY - CH3351 (6985) rlmurray 
3401-001-1700-1815-TR-CH3130 
3504-001-1900-2130-R-DF AC 1210 
NONAKA- CH3050 (6121) rnnonaka 
3907-001-1400-1450-MWF-CH3170 
4762-001-1100-1150-MWF-CH3159 




PAGE - CH3037 (6307) jlpage 
1001G-005-1100-1150-MWF-CH3140 
1002G-OO 1-0800-0850-MWF-CH3140 
1002 G-034-13 00-13 50-MWF-CH3140 




















RA YBIN - CH3761 (6980) draybin 
2601-001-0800-0915-TR-CH3609 
3892-099-1800-2030-W-CH3150 
RINGUETTE-CH3341 (2428) dringuette 
2205-002-0930-1045-TR-CH3160 








SHONK - CH3060 ( 6310) tashonk 
2901-004-1500-1615-MW-CH3170 
3801-001-1300-1350-MWF-CH3609 
SMITH- CH3605 (6290) jdsmith3 
3002-001-1400-1515-TR-CH3130 
4300-003/4390-097-1830-1945-TR-CH3752 












SYLVIA- CH3775 (6292) rasylvia 
1092G-094-1530-1645-TR-CH3120 
2011G-001-0800-0915-TR-CH3150 
TAYLOR - CH3 820 ( 6309) tntaylor 
2760-002-1100-1150-MWF-CH3120 
3005-002-0900-0950-MWF-CH3140 









VEACH - CH3055 (6295) tfveach 
1002G-005-0900-0950-MWF-CH3210 
1002G-014-1100-1150-MWF-CH3210 
1002G-03 3-1300-13 50-MWF-CH3210 
VIETTO-CH3345 (6293) avietto@gmail.com 
She's on sabbatical leave. 
WHARRAM-CH3010 (6318) ccwharram 
2009G-003-1300-1350-MWF-CH3170 
4950-001-1000-1050-MWF-CH3691 
WIXSON - CH3871 (6304) cmwixson 
3802-002-1830-2100-T-CH3170 
5502-001-1530-1800-R-CH3150 
WORTHINGTON - CH3321 (5214) 
mgworthington 
3001-006-1400-1515-TR-CH3609 
3703-001-0800-0915-TR-CH3691 
4775-001-1100-1215-TR-CH3170 
ZORDANI-CH3860 (6287) 
rzordani@consolidated.net 
1001G-011-1400-1450-MWF-CH3120 
1002G-051-1630-1745-MW-CH3120 
1002G-056-1800-1915-MW-CH3120 
